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ABSTRACf
Hardware features widely avai lable on current frame buffer systems offer a surprising variety of
techniques for limited animation. Properly used, they provide the illusion of real-time a nimation for a
large class of practical applications. As hardware prices continue to drop we Illay expect these sa me
fe a tures to be available on low-cost raster display terminals. Colour lookup tables. zoom-pan-scroll
registers, selective memory write, and crossbar switching on data pat hs a ll invite imaginative solutions to
problems of limited computation and transmission. Used singly or in combination they have important
implications for videotex systems such as Telidon . We examine th ese techniques and make some
suggestions for future hardwa re.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Background

A number of manufacturers offer digital frame buffers
consisting of a large chunk of memory (512x512 or I 024x I 024
pixels, each with 8 to 32 bits), a video generation system to
display the entire memory 30 or 60 times a second, some type
of interface to a host computer and frequently a dedicated
microprocessor (co nventional or custom bitslice) directl y coupled to the frame buffer. These systems always have some
type of colour lookup table, usually a set of mapping registers
to control zoom, pan and scrolling of images, and (less often)
some additional hardware features which enhance the basic
memory planes by providing cursor a nd overlay planes. Our
interest here is to pinpoint those aspects of the architecture
which can most easily be exploited to provide the appearance of
full animation . We will illustrate our discussion with a specific
hardwa re configuration, an Ikonas 2000 Ras ter Di splay
System, but the same principles apply to many other commer··
cially avai la ble frame buffer systems.
Ron Baecker has already championed the proposition that
dynamic graphics is no longer the sole domai n of calligraphic
systems, but he observed that "current frame buffers are
This work was supported by the Natural Science and Engineering Research Council of Canada under NSERC grant No.
A4037 . The paper was typeset by Waterloo Computer Typography on an APS-jl5 using software developed by Richard J.
Beach.

unsuited to dynamic imagery" because of the req uirement .
inherent in frame buffer archi tecture, that changes to the image require explicit modification of pixels in memory [I, page
54]. The amount of computation required for major changes.
coupled with the need to synchronize those changes with video
ge neration have precluded full real-time animation.
Texts by Foley and van Dam [4] a nd Newma n and Sproull
[7] explain basic frame buffer architecture. For our purposes
it is sufficient to regard frame buffers simply as large memories
having two-dimensional (x,y) addresses. We will be looking
entirely at static images. in the sense that the conten ts of
memory pixels will never change. Dynamics are added by
modifying the pa ttern in which pixels arc read from memory
and the way in which their contents ("bits") are interpreted to
provide colour information for the ana log circuitry. Most
frame buffers perform the latte r task using a colour lookup
table.
A lookup table consists of a set of high-speed registers
(many frame buffers actually have two sets operating in
parallel to achieve video ra tes) which perform a mapping from
pixel values stored in image memory to the d igi tal colour levels
sent to the D j A converters. Originally, iookup tables were added to frame buffers for gamma correction (compensation for
non-linearities in hard wa re and in huma n perception) and to
provide pseudo and false colour for image processing. Sloan
and Brown [9] provide a ve ry good survey of the innovative uses
to wh ich colour tables have subseque ntly been put.
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As each pixel is accessed during the display or a single
rrame, the va rious bit planes are read to rorm three 8-bit colour
numbers. one each ror red , green and blue (RG 8) . These
numbers then act as indices into the red. green and blue colour
ma ps fr om which the actual digital intensities are read. This is
indicated schematically in Figure I. Random access to the
lookup table registers requires that they be ext remely fast. In
a I ,ODD-line displ ay the colour tables are accessed once every
30 nanoseconds. This is su bstantially higher bandwidth than
ror pixel memory, but there are rar rewer registers in the lookup table (typically 256 to 1024 en tries) so the incremental cost
is relatively low .

Colour table animation is only one technique for achieving
dynam ics with a static pixel memory. We will exami ne other
techniques based on th e zoom. pan and sc roll features of a
frame bufrer and on the use of crossbar switches at various
points in the data paths betwee n pixel memory and the D j A
converters.
Colour Table Animation
Shoup's taxonomy of co lour table a nimation includes
colour cycling. alternate-colour a nimation. and bit plane extraction . (Shoup does not usc tht: terlll bit plane extraction, but
includes it as an extension or al ternate-colour anima tion; we
prefer to consider it se parat ely bccause it is an important idea .)
Each technique treats values stored within pixels differently.
the interpretation depending upon the particular intensities
stored within the lookup table.

Dick Shoup is generally credited with the insight ror using
a colour lookup table to provide a limited rorm or rrame burfer
animation. His tutorial paper is an exce llent overview which
we will on ly summa ri ze here. Shoup makes the following
observation in the introductory section of that paper which
provides our point of departure.

Colour cycling is ac hieved by rotating entries in the lookup table. This gives the illusion of motion as colours appear to
"flow" across the screen. Variations th at cycle only some of
the colours, or that independentl y cycle various subsets of the
entries often at difrerent rates. are also possible.

Fortunately. even motion which is graphically very
simple can produce a vastly more efrective visual
communication than a still image. In short , a little
animation goes a long way. If we are willing to forego
rull Disney-sty le animation and strongly limit the
content and dynamics of our images. then much
simpl er, highl y interactive solutions can bc found [8 .

Alternat e colour animati on paints morc th an one image
int o the frame buffer memory using different pixel I'alues for
each image. Setting the lookup table entries to background
for all but one of the images to background allows a single il1l-
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pixel memory or within memory associated with the
microprocessor. The end result is that the ill u ~ ion of full animation can be crea ted, sufficient for a large lI umber of practica l applica tions . These same advantages can be achieved using other hardware features common in frame buffer
architectures.

age to be viewed . Changing the subset of "visible" colours
a lternately displays one and then another of the images.

Bit-plane extraction assigns to each overlap region a
unique colour. A simple way to achieve this is to partition the
frame buffer into bit planes (we a re now thinking of a pixel in
memory as a string of bits, one in each plane) and assign each
image to a separate set of bit planes. Loading the lookup
tables to "ignore" all but the bit planes corresponding to a
particular image allows images to be displayed separately. It
is possible to select more than one image for simultaneous
display. This can be used to mix images, overlay one with
another using a priority scheme, or even to add "transparency"
by allowing one image to show "through" another.

The Video Chain
Many frame buffers have a video chain similar to that in
Figure 1. Pixel values are read under control of a video
module that determines the (x,y) addresses in the pixel
memory . These depend upon the view port and windowing
parameters that select a window within the frame buffer and a
corresponding viewport on the monitor. Additional pixel replication or zoom factors for both the horizontal and vertical
directions are used to scale the window inside the view port.
Pixel values are then routed through a crossbar switch which
may shift, permute or simply ignore various bits within the
numbers to produce the three 8-bit values actually sent to the
colour lookup tables for red, green and blue . These then index
into the true digital intensities which are subsequently convert-

The advantage of these techniques over a more traditional
approach in which images are recreated within the pixel
memory as they are displayed is two-fold. No computation
time is required to modify pixel memory, only the lookup table
entries are changed . Equally important, there is little or no
data transmission from the host because the various settings for
the lookup table can be stored within unused locations of the
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the pixels themselves. Crossba r animation partlttons bits
wi thin pixels to ach ieve ye t a third effect. I n each case wc
cap itali ze 0 11 the ruct that only a small nu mber of special reg.is·
ters need be modified , rather than large numbers of pixels ill
memory.

ed to analog signals (possibly with a final stage of gamma
correction) that drive the three electron guns in a colour monitor.

A sc hemati c represent ation of the video control module is
shown in Figure 2. Register 0 specifics the (x,y) coordinates of
a posi tion on the 512x512 surface of the display monitor which
will correspond to the upper lefthand corner of the image.
Register I specifies the size (number of pixels) to be displayed
both vertically and horizontally. Oversize viewports wrap
around . A window within the pixel memory is specified by
Register 3 whi ch is the (x,y) address of the first pixel value to
be displayed in the upper lefthand corner of the viewport. Finally, Register 4 provides a replication count which specifies
the number of times that each memory pixel is to displayed,
effectively providing independent zoom factors for both the
vertical and horizontal directions. The remaining registers
control the timing associated with each pixel display, the sca n
rate of the electron guns, and various other features including
the (x,y) position and colour of a crosshair tracker.

Zoom-Pan-Scroll Animation

The simplest zoom·pan-scroll a nim at ion exists when the
pixel memory is logically divided into different regions, each
containing a separate, lower-resolution picture.
Figure 3
illustrates the case in which four 256x256 images are stored
within a 512x5 12 frame buffer. By setting vertical and
horizontal zoom factors of two with a 512x512 viewport, the
displ ay can cycle through the four images by successively setting th e window loca tion to the upper left hand pixel of each
subimagc.
One advantage of thi s approach over lookup table anima·
tion is that each pixel maintains a full 24-bit colour value instead of sacr ificing pale tte size for enhanced dynamics . This is
clearly a tradeofr between spatia l resolution and intensit y
resolution. For the particular example of 256x256 subimages
it is interesting to note that for a large cl ass of pictures th e

Each step in the video chain can be used to effect animation . Lookup tables partition pixel values into di splayed and
non-displ ayed colours. Zoom-pan-scroll animation partitions
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apparen t resolution of a 256x256 image in which multiple
intensit y levels are used for antialias ing will be superior to that
of a 512x512 renderin g of the same scene with no antialiasing.
The zoom-pan-scroll techniqu e can be extende d to even
more subimag es, at the expense of further reduction in spatial
resolution, as illustrat ed in Figure 4 in which sixteen differen t
views of an Imperia l Walker are shown. Animati ng the images
produce s a fairly realistic effect, somewh at diminished by the
low-quality of the 128x 128 subimag es. In this case a combination of zoom-pan-scroll with 256x256 images, 4 bits of
antialias ing, and eight levels of bit plane extractio n provide
equivale nt animati on but with much improved image quality .
Additio nal hardwar e is needed to achieve this.
Crossbar Animation

The Ikonas system has a full crossbar switch which will
route any of the 32 bits from pixel memory to any of the 24
input lines of the lookup tables. The original idea for the

crossbar switch is due to Henry Fuchs [5]. In addition to
rerouting the inputs, the crossba r switch is also capable of
ignoring input and passing a one bit through to any output.
The crossbar switch is set by loading each of 24 registers with a
number between 0 and 32, the latter indicati ng an ignored
input.
With the crossbar switch in the video chain all of the 32
bit planes can be routed to any of the lookup table inputs. One
common configu ration is to use the crossba r switch to
successively choose 8 bit planes, allowing a double- buffered
display. Figure 5 illustrat es this double bufferin g for a zbuffer algorith m in which the high-ord er 16 bit planes are
dedicate d to storing depth informa tion and the low-order bit
planes constitu te two intensity buffers.
With a 32-bit frame buffer we can store four 8-bit images,
eight 4-bit images, sixteen 2-bit images or even thirty-tw o I-bit
images. Crossba r animati on coupled with zoom-pan-scroll and
colour table animati on is a particul arly effectiv e combina tion.

Figure 4
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Figure 6 illustrates the crossbar switch settings for displaying a
4-bit image using a sixteen entry colour table.

Other Hardware Considerations
So far we have only been concerned with the display of
static images within the pixel memory . A significant
consideration remains; we must still scan convert the images
into pixel memory. Fortunately the complexity of this task is
greatly simplified by some further features found in many
frame buffers.
A write mask (z mask) is a register that controls which
bits within a pixe1 change during a write to the frame buffer.
This substantially cuts down on the overhead of producing
pictures for colour table or crossbar animation. Normallyeither the host or the frame buffer's microprocessor would have to
perform a read-modify-write operation to insert only those bit
planes involved with a particular sUbimage. In many cases this
is quite expensive when performed on a host , and even on special purpose bitslice microprocessors it can still be significantly
slower than simple writes. Setting the write mask to select
only those bit planes being written allows the host or
microprocessor to proceed as if the other bit planes were not
present.

This arrangement is deficient in two respects. T he first is
that the write mask is implemented as part of the pixel
memory, each bit plane inhibiting itself when not selected.
The problem with this approach is that all accesses to the frame
buffer use the same write mask. The mask thus becomes a
shared resource between the host and the microprocessor whose
use must be synchronized. The overhead associated with this
coordina tion can easily be more than that of performing a readmodify-write eycle in software. Instead there should be a
separate write mask associated with each processor connected
to the frame buffer so that every bus cycle can potentially
make a different selection of bit planes .
Our second suggestion for improving the write mask is to
add two additional mask registers, one which selects those bits
to receive a " standard" setting a nd a second with the values for
the standard settings . A write to pixel memory consists of
modifying only those bit planes selected by one of the mask
reg isters, those in the first mask receiving the data from the
host or microprocessor, those in the second mask receiving the
standard settings.

A second crossbar switch should sit between the processor
and the pixel memory (actually, one crossbar switch for each
processor if there is more than one, avoiding the resource allo-
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cation problem previously mention ed for the write mask) so
that writes as well as reads can be rerouted. This again is to
simplify the software . In the case of a z-buffer algorith m, double buffering become s tra nspa rent to the scan conversion
routines because the current buffer always appears to be in the
same bit positions. A similar advanta ge obtains for the bit
plane extracti on techniqu e.
I n addition, all of the crossba r switches should include
"consta nt" outputs of both O's and l's and maybe even the ability to select input bits from the cu rrent (x,y) address (at least
from the low-order bits, which are convenient for generati ng
text ured patterns ).
Some of these features are special cases of a more general
bus structur e which allows a number of operatio ns to be
perform ed as pixels are written in memory. Frank Crow
describe s a particul ar implem ention . [3].
Two addition al points are worth making. They concern
the zoom-pan-scroll registers . The first is a simple observation
regardin g limitatio ns on smooth or "Hollyw ood" scrolling .
Both the pan and scroll register s operate only in multiples of
fou r pixels. This is due to the way that pixel memory is organized.
Unfortu nately this produce s discrete rather than
continuo us pan a nd scroll which is perceived as being "jumpy ".

BIT -PL AN E

Were this problem rectified , the same effect would still be
present when the window is zoomed because each pixel is always replicat ed the specifie d number of times . This can be
overcom e by adding two new zoom registers which contain vertical and horizont al replicati on counts for only the first pixel on
each scanline . If the replicati on count is limited to at most
256 (represe nted as 255 within the register) all four counts
could be stored within the current 32-bit Registe r 3.
Our final observa tion on zoom-pan-scroll is that it would
be particul arly conveni ent to have indepen dent control over
each bit plane. To our knowledge the only frame buffer implement ing this idea is the Norpak YDP-l. Tt has separate
zoom, pan and scroll registers for each bit plane. This allows
portions of the picture to be moved relative to ea ch other providing an anima tion capabili ty not ava'ilable with a ny of the
previously mention ed techniqu es. Unfortu nately the la ter
YDP-2 controls four bit planes with a single regi ster (anothe r
concession to memory organiza tion) . This is still useful, but
would be more useful if a crossba r switch were also present.
Implications for Telidon

It is our contenti on that future videotex sys tems such as
Telidon must incorpo rate at least some of these features if they
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are to become competitors in the information providing market.
The steady drop in hardware costs will soon make many of the
features cost-effective, especially in the projected mass markets
for videotex terminals. We expect that full 24-bit frame
buffers will remain beyond the price range of the average
consumer for some time to come, but that modest extensions to
include colour lookup tables and zoom-pan-scroll registers are
easily within today's technology.
Current Telidon terminals already suffer from needlessly
limited palettes because they lack colour lookup tables. The
poor choice of colours now available (there are two different
ways to specify both black and white!) precludes any attempt at
antialiasing images or at displaying full colour images. Work
at MIT's Architecture Machine Group has already demonstrated that with a proper choice of palette a relatively small
number of colours (no more than 256) can achieve a very realistic imitation of a full 24-bit system [6].
Frame buffer animation techniques are useful not only for
their limited animation capability, but also for providing the
interactive feedback necessary if Telidon is to become a truly
two-way system. Instantaneous feedback for menu-driven
systems can easily be achieved using colour table or crossbar
animation techniques. A variety of projects within the
Computer Graphics Laboratory at Waterloo are investigating
other uses for these techniques within the Telidon environment.
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